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Double-differential cross sections and analyzing powersAy for the (pW,n) reactions on3He and 4He were

measured at 200 MeV betweenu lab50° and 44°. The neutron spectra from3He(pW,n) are dominated by the
quasifree scattering peak and show no evidence for resonances in the three-proton system. The spectra from
4He(pW,n) exhibit strong resonance behavior in thep3He system at low relativep3He energies owing to the
excitation of knownL51 resonances in4Li, but there is no distinct quasifree peak in the measured spectra.

The experimentalAy for 3He(pW,n), averaged over the experimental range of neutron energies, are similar to

those for free nucleon-nucleon (NN) scattering, whereas for4He(pW,n) theAy are generally larger than the free
values. The cross sections at far forward angles for both3He and4He appear to be suppressed relative to the
freeNN cross sections by Pauli blocking. At most angles, the shapes of the cross section spectra from both3He
and 4He are reproduced by distorted-wave impulse approximation~DWIA ! calculations using a quasifree

scattering model. Specifically for4He(pW,n), the model requires the use of an optical potential which has a
strongL51 potential resonance corresponding to the low-lyingL51 states in4Li. @S0556-2813~98!00908-X#

PACS number~s!: 25.10.1s, 25.40.Kv, 24.70.1s, 27.10.1h
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I. INTRODUCTION

Systematic studies of (p,n) charge exchange reactions
intermediate energies have been performed on a wide ra
of nuclei from 2H to 238U. ~See the recent review in Re
@1#.! Quasifree~QF! charge exchange experiments have
tracted particular attention because they determine both
longitudinal and transverse parts of the QF isovector s
response of nuclei, whereas (e,e8) QF scattering exclusively
probes the transverse part. Generally, significant differen
containing important information on the nature of t
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nucleon-nucleon (NN) force in nuclei, are found betwee
(p,n) data and model predictions: for example, the posit
of the QF peak centroid is observed@1–3# at higher excita-
tion energy than expected and the theoretical spectral sh
require a momentum-transfer (q) dependent renormalizatio
in order to fit the data; however, QF analyzing powers
often in good agreement with the freeNN scattering values.
See the results forp-shell nuclei at incident energiesTp

5186 MeV @2# and for 12C and 208Pb atTp5495 MeV @3#.
But a significant suppression ofAy has been observed fo
12C(p,n) at 795 MeV @3#. None of the discrepancies ar
understood fully, although a simple explanation for the sh
of the centroid has been suggested@4#.

Discrepancies between data and first-order model pre
tions may arise, for example, from multiple-scattering effe
or from modifications of the elementaryNN force in the
nuclear medium. Multiple scattering is expected to be mu
less important for very light nuclei such as3He and4He than
for medium and heavy nuclei. Use of3He and 4He targets
for QF scattering studies is particularly attractive beca
theory provides reliable wave functions for the three- a
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646 PRC 58M. PALARCZYK et al.
four-nucleon systems. Thus modifications of theNN force in
nuclei can be studied without uncertainties in the nucl
structure and without large complications from multiple sc
tering.

According to Faddeev calculations@5–8# of the ground
state ~g.s.! of 3He, its spin results primarily from the un
paired neutron, and its spatial wave function is dominated
the space-symmetricS state ('90%). There are severa
D-state components resulting from the tensorNN force, to-
taling about 10% and other small components of the orde
1%, includingS8-state components of ‘‘mixed symmetry.
For the 4He g.s., Green’s function Monte Carlo~GFMC!
methods@9# predict aD-state admixture larger than for3He
~12%–17% for slightly different models!, but the space-
symmetric S state is also the dominating configuration
('82%). Thus, for both3He and4He, the target wave func
tions are dominated by the space-symmetricS state in which
pairs of identical target nucleons are in spin-singlet states
a consequence, (p,n) transitions with no angular momentum
transfer (DL50) are expected to be strongly suppressed
both 3He and 4He by Pauli blocking; that is, the proto
produced by charge exchange on a target neutron is pro
ited from occupying the same space and spin state as e
of the two spectator protons. Pauli blocking will be discuss
further in Secs. III and IV.

Recent experiments that measured the spin-transfer
ables @10# are currently being analyzed. Several measu
ments of the spin-correlation parameters of the exclus
3HeW(pW ,pN) reaction@11–14# have been made at intermed
ate energies, between 200 and 290 MeV, using polar
protons and polarized3He targets. These experiments a
dressed specifically the degree to which the g.s. spin of3He
is determined by the unpaired neutron. The spin-correla
data from the3HeW(pW ,pN) experiment@13,14# revealed good
agreement with freepn scattering variables at sufficientl
high momentum transfersq52.5 fm21. This result was
taken as experimental evidence that the spin of3He indeed
results primarily from the unpaired neutron. At somewh
higher beam energies~220 and 290 MeV! but lower values
of q, large deviations were found@11,12# from the free val-
ues and plane-wave impulse approximation predictio
These deviations were taken as evidence for significant fi
state interactions~FSI! which make an interpretation of th
data in terms of Faddeev wave functions and a direct in
action mechanism difficult.

Isoscalar and isovector quasifree responses have been
culated@15–17# using Faddeev wave functions for3He and
GFMC-generated wave functions for4He. These predictions
can now be tested by experiment. Although the separatio
the nuclear spin-dependent response into its longitudinal
transverse parts requires the measurement of spin-tra
variables, the measurement of cross sections and asym
tries reported in this paper provides important constraints
theoretical models.

Considering the wealth of (p,n) data and the importanc
of the study of few-nucleon systems, it is quite surprisi
that so far no inclusive intermediate-energy (p,n) data for
3He have been published and that data for4He became
available only as part of the experiments@18# described in
this paper. A Letter@19# on some of the4He results has bee
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published recently with emphasis on the astrophysical
pects of that reaction and the question of whether nar
resonances exist in thep13He residual scattering system.

Another motivation for studying the (p,n) reaction on
3He at intermediate energy is the claim, based on the e
(p,n) measurements on mass-3 targets below 50 MeV in
dent energy@20,21# and other work@22–25#, that isospinT
51/2 andT53/2 resonances exist in the three-nucleon s
tem. Data for 3He(p,n) at intermediate energy, where th
reaction mechanism is better understood, may be able
verify or refute the evidence for the three-proton resona
(T53/2) deduced from the low-energy data.

In this paper, we report the first measurements of
cross sections and analyzing powers for the3He(p,n) reac-
tion at an intermediate energyTp'200 MeV. Also we
present the inclusive data for the4He(p,n) reaction at 200
MeV for comparison with the3He results. Our double-
differential cross section andAy data cover a range of mo
mentum transfersq between 0 and about 2.2 fm21 and ex-
citation energyEx up to at least 50 MeV. We present a
analysis of these spectra in the framework of the plane-
distorted-wave impulse approximations~PWIA and DWIA,
respectively! using a QF scattering model employed in t
computer codeTHREEDEE @26#. Also we obtain single-
differential cross sections by integrating the spectra over
citation energy from 0 to 50 MeV as well as asymmetr
averaged over this energy range, and compare the re
with the freeNN scattering variables@27# and integrated or
averagedTHREEDEEpredictions.

A brief description of the experimental setup with emph
sis on the3He part of the experiment is given in Sec. II.~The
setup has been described in some detail in Ref.@18# and
briefly in Ref. @19#.! In Sec. III, the experimental results ar
summarized and discussed in terms of the freeNN scattering
variables and a simple Fermi gas model, including Pa
blocking. An analysis of the data with the QF scatteri
model employed inTHREEDEE @26# is discussed in Sec. IV
and previous work on charge-exchange reactions on ma
are reviewed and compared with the results of this work
Sec. V. Conclusions are presented in Sec. VI.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was performed in two separate runs at
Indiana University Cyclotron Facility utilizing the beam
swinger and neutron time-of-flight~NTOF! facility @28# at
Tp'200 MeV. In one experiment, atTp5199 MeV, neutron
time-of-flight spectra were obtained at five angles betwe
0° and 20° in a neutron detector station located 76 m fr
the target at a nominal scattering angle of 0°. In the ot
run, atTp5200 MeV, data were taken at several angles
tween 24° and 44° using a detector station located 50
from the target at the nominal scattering angle of 24°. S
NE102 plastic scintillation detectors, of dimensions 10 c
315 cm3100 cm, were positioned longitudinally in a ve
tical stack in the detector stations. Although there is rec
evidence that the cyclotron energy may be lower than
values given above by as much as 1.3%, we have used t
energies for the analysis in this work. None of our conc
sions are affected by this uncertainty in incident energy.

The neutron energy resolution was about 600 keV@full
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PRC 58 647CROSS SECTIONS AND ANALYZING POWERS FOR THE . . .
width at half maximum~FWHM!# in the detectors at 0° an
approximately a factor of 2 worse at 24°. By varying t
beam swinger magnets we obtained spectra in an ang
range from 0° to 44° in about 5° steps. Cyclotron pu
selection was chosen such that the measurable range o
citation energyEx extended from 0 to about 60 MeV. In th
analysis of the experimental data, we applied a high softw
pulse-height threshold to the signals from the scintillat
detectors in order to eliminate events from ‘‘frame overlap
These events arise from slow neutrons from an earlier b
pulse. In addition, this pulse-height threshold essenti
eliminated residual backgrounds arising from cosmic ra
The analyzing powersAy were measured using protons
average polarization'73% ~normal to the reaction plane!.

For the purpose of energy and neutron efficiency calib
tions, we took spectra with solid12C and 13C targets atTp
'200 MeV and at two other incident energies,Tp'100 and
147 MeV. The relative efficiency of the neutron detecto
was determined empirically by normalizing measured yie
from the 12,13C(p,n) reactions at all three incident energi
to published cross sections at similar incident energies@29–
33#. The energies of peaks corresponding to well-kno
states in12N and 13N were used for neutron energy calibr
tion.

For the measurements on3He and 4He, a high-pressure
low-temperature gas target was developed. This target
operated near liquid-nitrogen temperature~77 K! and at ab-
solute pressures up to 7 atm. The cell temperature and p
sure were continuously monitored during the experime
Typical areal densities were'12 mg/cm2 for 3He ~but only
5.8 mg/cm2 at 0°) and'18 mg/cm2 for 4He. The gas cell
windows were made of 25.4-mm-thick Havar foil. Back-
ground~empty-target! spectra were taken at the same ang
as the spectra with the gas-filled target. We also meas
spectra with13CH4 in the target cell~at room temperature
and a pressure of'4 atm! for comparison with the solid13C
target data. After correcting for the difference in areal de
sity of the solid and gaseous targets, these spectra agre
within the systematic uncertainties associated with the a
density of the gaseous target ('5%), suggesting that the
performance of the gaseous target is well understood.

Excitation energy spectra were constructed from the tim
of-flight spectra. For the3He(p,n) reaction, the excitation
energyEx50 of the three-proton system was chosen to be
the three-proton rest mass energy. For the4He(p,n) reac-
tion, Ex50 in 4Li* was set to be at thep13He rest mass
energy. Figure 1 shows typical energy spectra taken aTp
'200 MeV for 3He(p,n) with a full ~line histogram! and an
empty target~bar histogram! at u lab55° ~top panel! and 20°
~bottom panel!.

In both the empty- and full-target spectra at 5°, narr
peaks are observed atEx'0 and 12 MeV and a broad struc
ture is seen centered near 16 MeV. These structures r
from transitions to Gamow-Teller~GT! resonances (DL
50,DS51) excited by (p,n) reactions on the nuclei in Ha
var. The narrow peak atEx'9 MeV is from the
12C(p,n)12N(11, g.s.! reaction on a small carbon contam
nation on the Havar windows. At 0°, the spectra~not shown!
are dominated by these peaks, which are superimpose
the neutron yield from3He(p,n), making their subtraction
using the empty-target spectra difficult. The differential cro
lar
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sections of the GT resonances decrease rapidly with incr
ing angle@34# and at angles larger than 10° the yields fro
reactions on Havar are from transitions to continuum sta
which create a flat background under the yields from heliu
This flat background was then subtracted easily for both3He
~Fig. 1, bottom panel! and 4He targets.

For 3He, the signal-to-background ratio, integrated fro
Ex50 to 50 MeV, increases from about 1:6 atu lab50° to
2:1 at intermediate angles~near 16°) where the3He(p,n)
cross section reaches its maximum, and then decreases
increasing angle to 1:3 at 40°. The signal-to-background
tio for 4He, 1:1 at small angles and 4:1 at the cross sec
peak, was significantly better for two reasons. First, in
4He(p,n) spectra, the background peaks are located be
the reaction threshold where they do not interfere with
yield from 4He because theQ value for 4He(p,n)p3He is
much more negative (220.59 MeV! than for 3He(p,n)3p
(27.72 MeV!. Second, the (p,n) cross sections for4He are
approximately 2 times larger than for3He.

Generally, the normalized yields from empty and full ta
gets match very well atEx below threshold (Ex<0 MeV!.
Thus the double-differential cross section spectra~Figs. 2
and 3 in the next section!, obtained from the background
subtracted yields, show essentially zero cross section in
region. The error bars in the two figures represent only
statistical uncertainties. Not included in the error bars is
approximately 8% systematic uncertainty in absolute cr
sections which is primarily due to the uncertainties in t
neutron detector efficiency and the areal density. At
where the signal-to-background ratio is the smallest~about
1:6 for 3He and 1:1 for4He), there is an indication of non
zero yield belowEx50 MeV in the spectra. We estimate a
additional 5%–10% systematic uncertainty associated w
background subtraction difficulties peculiar to this angle.

We conclude the current section with a brief discussion
the uncertainties in the asymmetries. The experimental s
tra of the asymmetries, for both3He(p,n) and 4He(p,n) at

FIG. 1. Typical spectra taken atTp5200 MeV with an empty
target~bar histograms! and a target filled with3He gas~line histo-
grams! at u lab55° and 20°. The narrow peaks atu lab55° are from
(p,n) reactions on the elements in Havar and on a carbon conta
nation ~see text!.
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648 PRC 58M. PALARCZYK et al.
six selected angles each~not including 0°), are presented
and discussed in Sec. IV~PWIA and DWIA analyses!. Also
presented there are excitation-energy-averaged asymme
at all scattering angles. The uncertainties shown in the as
metry figures include statistical uncertainties as well as
estimated 3% uncertainty in the measured beam polariza

FIG. 2. Double-differential cross sectionsd2s/(dV dEx) for
the 3He(p,n) reaction atTp5200 MeV betweenu lab50° and 44°.

FIG. 3. Double-differential cross sectionsd2s/(dV dEx) for
the 4He(p,n) reaction atTp5200 MeV betweenu lab50° and 44°.
ries
-

n
n.

We note that at 0° the asymmetry must be zero. Indeed,
4He(p,n), this expected value lies within one standard d
viation of the experimental value for the averaged asymm
try ~see Fig. 12 in Sec. IV!, indicating that there is no large
systematic error associated with theAy measurements. Fo
3He(p,n), the averaged asymmetry at 0° is about one st
dard deviation removed from zero. The large uncertainty
the averagedAy for 3He(p,n) at 0° is due to the limited
statistics at this angle where the signal-to-background rati
1:6.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Energy spectra of cross sections and asymmetries

Double-differential cross sections in the laboratory~en-
ergy spectra! from the 3He(p,n) reaction at nine angles in
the angular range from 0 to 44° are displayed in Fig. 2 a
function of excitation energyEx in the residual three-proton
system~with Ex50 at the three-proton rest mass energ!.
The spectra are dominated by a broad peak that moves
tematically to higherEx with increasing scattering angl
~momentum transferq) as expected for QF scattering. A
small momentum transfers (u lab<16° orq<0.90 fm21) for
the 3He(p,n) reaction, the peak shape near threshold is
fected strongly by the phase space factor which rises rap
from 0 at threshold. At largerq (u lab>34° or q
>1.79 fm21) a significant part of the QF peak lies beyon
the limits in excitation energy, imposed by the experimen
time-of-flight window. At intermediateq (16°<u lab<40° or
0.90 fm21 <q<2.05 fm21), the maxima in the spectra ar
found near the calculated positions of the QF scattering c
troids indicated by the arrows. The widths of the peaks
consistent with values expected from the Fermi motion of
nucleons in the targets. Both observations strongly favor
conclusion that the3He(p,n) reaction at incident energies o
about 200 MeV is dominated by the QF scattering proce

The positions of the arrows were calculated with the no
relativistic equationEx~centroid!5(q2/2m)3 2

3 for 3He(p,n)
and Ex~centroid!5(q2/2m)3 3

4 for 4He(p,n). Hereq is the
momentum transfer for freeNN scattering at 200 MeV and
m is the nucleon mass. The factors2

3 and 3
4 transform the

kinetic energy of the proton~after charge exchange! in the
laboratory system to the ‘‘excitation energy’’Ex of the re-
sidual scattering state, that is,p1(2p) for 3He(p,n) andp
13He for 4He(p,n).

At 10° and below, the double-differential cross sectio
for 3He(p,n) show a pronounced maximum nearEx510
MeV. This maximum in the differential cross section is mo
likely caused by the sharp cutoff of the QF scattering dis
bution by phase space asEx approaches threshold. The yie
nearEx510 MeV peaks at 10° and decreases rapidly w
increasing angle as the maximum in the yield slowly mov
to higherEx in better agreement with the values indicated
the arrows. If the broad peak near 10 MeV at small ang
were the result of a resonance in the three-proton system
that energy, a peak of similar width~but most likely much
reduced yield! should also be seen near 10 MeV at larg
angles u lab>24°, but none was observed there. At the
larger angles, the smooth increases in the experimental yi
between threshold and the QF centroid are in good ag
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ment with the shapes expected for a QF peak.~See PWIA
and DWIA analyses discussed below.!

Figure 3 displays energy spectra from the4He(p,n) reac-
tion as a function of excitation energy in the mass-4 sys
~with Ex of 4Li * equal to zero at the3He1p rest mass
energy!. In contrast to the3He results, the spectra from
4He(p,n) show a steep rise near threshold atall scattering
angles. At forward angles (<16°), there is a pronounce
peak atEx'4 MeV, as expected from the excitation of th
low-lying resonances in4Li @25# of orbital angular momen-
tum L51 and spin and parityJp502, 12, and 22.

The yield atEx beyond the peak near threshold falls o
exponentially but the slope becomes less negative with
creasing angle up to 24° and atu>34° the cross sections ris
with increasingEx . At u534°, the yields reach a maximum
near the predicted energy of the QF scattering centroid i
cated by the arrow. We show in Sec. IV below that both
resonance behavior of the4He(p,n) spectra near threshol
and the continuum at higherEx can be described by a Q
scattering model that uses a sequential-coordinate formal

The apparent larger width of the QF continuum f
4He(p,n) than for 3He(p,n) is due in part to the large
Fermi momentum of the nucleons in4He than in 3He. The
spectral distribution for4He(p,n) is broadened also by th
strongL51 resonances centered near 4 MeV excitation
4Li. In order to facilitate the comparison between the spec
from 3He and4He we have overlaid the energy spectra at
angles in Fig. 4. Clearly, the prominent resonance beha
of the 4He(p,n) spectra near threshold is absent in the sp
tra from 3He(p,n). This comparison of the spectral shap

FIG. 4. Double-differential cross sections at six angles for b
3He ~bar histograms! and 4He ~line histograms!.
m

-
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e
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n
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from the 3He(p,n) and 4He(p,n) reaction, and the analysi
of the data in the framework of the DWIA~see Sec. IV!,
leads us to conclude that the3He(p,n) reaction proceeds
exclusively by simple QF scattering with no indication of
p12p (3Li) resonance affecting the spectral shapes.

We performed phase space calculations using the CE
code @35# in order to analyze the spectra near thresh
where the phase space factor dominates the spectral sh
For the 3He(p,n) reaction we found that the rise of the yie
near threshold at small angles is reproduced better by th
body ~dashed line! than four-body~dash-dotted line! phase
space calculations~Fig. 5!. This result is expected becaus
the two protons in the g.s. of3He are in a relative1S0 state
and, to first order, then(p,n)p QF scattering occurs on th
unpaired neutron only whereas the1S0 diproton ~which we
will call 2He) acts as a spectator. Thus, there are effectiv
three particles in the final staten1p12He, and use of three
body phase space is appropriate. Compared to experim
four-body phase space predictions rise much too slowly w
Ex .

FOWL allows the use of a kinematics-dependent weig
factor which may be employed, for example, to include
final-state interaction between two protons in the four-bo
final state. The FSI between two protons is known to
important when the relative momenta are small, i.e., n
threshold,Ex'0 MeV. We used the parametrization of th
1S0 two-proton FSI of Ref.@36# and found that its inclusion
in a four-body phase space calculation partially restores
spectrum to that predicted by three-body phase space
provides an even better description~Fig. 5, solid line! of the
near-threshold data from3He(p,n) than the three-body
phase space spectrum.

B. Angular distributions

We integrated the double-differential cross sectio
d2s/(dV dEx) for 3He(p,n) and 4He(p,n) over the exci-
tation energy (Ex) range from 0 to 50 MeV and obtained th
angular distributions ofds/dV shown in Fig. 6. Note that a
the larger angles (u lab>34°,q>1.79 fm21) a significant

h

FIG. 5. Phase space spectra atTp5200 MeV,u lab55°, obtained
with FOWL @35#. Dot-dashed line, three-body (2He1p1n) phase
space; dot-dashed line, four-body (p1p1p1n) phase space; solid
line, four-body (p1p1p1n) phase space with1S0 FSI’s between
the two protons of small relative momenta.
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650 PRC 58M. PALARCZYK et al.
part of the QF continuum lies outside the experimental li
its. We did not attempt to extrapolate the peak shapes
the unmeasured region.

The single-differential cross sections for3He(p,n) are
expected to be about a factor of 2 smaller than for4He(p,n)
because there is only one neutron in3He versus two in4He;
therefore the cross sections for4He(p,n) were renormalized
by a factor of 0.5 to facilitate the comparison with th
3He(p,n) data in Fig. 6. Indeed, the renormalized cross s
tions for 4He(p,n) ~open circles! are within about 20% of
those for 3He(p,n) ~solid circles!. This result is somewha
unexpected since spectral shapes for the two targets d
considerably in the excitation energy region near thresh
~Fig. 4!. It appears that the very strong FSI in thep3He
channel~from 4Li* resonances! merely redistributes the tota
yield overEx .

Also shown in Fig. 6~solid lines! are the differential cross
sections for free nucleon-nucleon charge exchange ded
from np elastic scattering@27#. The free cross sections ar
much larger than the3,4He(p,n) data at small angles (u lab
<16°,q<0.90 fm21). The data approach about 3/4 of th
free values near 24° (q'1.31 fm21) but the disagreemen
widens again as the scattering angle is increased. The l
discrepancy is due partly to the limits on the experimen
energy range which exclude up to one-half of the expec
yield as is apparent in the spectra~Figs. 2 and 3!.

The large discrepancies between the free values and
excitation-energy-integrated cross sections at small an
result from Pauli blocking. As pointed out above, becau
the dominating configuration in the g.s. of both targets
two protons in the fully symmetricS state, the~third! proton
from the (p,n) charge exchange is prevented from occup
ing a 1s state and thus needs to be placed into a 1p ~or
higher! quantum state; therefore, the forward-angle cr
sections, which are usually dominated byDL50 transfer,
are strongly suppressed.

FIG. 6. Single-differential cross sections for4He(p,n) ~open
circles! and 3He(p,n) ~solid circles! as a function ofq obtained by
integrating the spectra from 0 to 50 MeV in excitation energy. T
data for 4He were divided by a factor of 2 to facilitate compariso
with 3He. Uncertainties are smaller than plotting symbols. T
solid line is the freeNN charge-exchange cross section fromSAID

@27#. Results of the Fermi gas model calculations with Pauli blo
ing are shown forpf5100 MeV/c ~dashed line!, 200 MeV/c ~dot-
dashed line!, and 280 MeV/c ~dotted line!.
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The effect of Pauli blocking on the energy-integrat
cross section can be parametrized by theq-dependent factor
P(q) which renormalizes the freepn cross sections.P(q)
can be calculated in a simple Fermi gas model as a func
of Fermi momentumpf and momentum transferq @37#:

P~q!5
3

4

q

pf
F12

1

12

q2

pf
2G if q<2pf . ~1!

The freeNN cross sections from Ref.@27# multiplied by
P(q) for three different values ofpf are displayed in Fig. 6.
The dash-dotted curve calculated withpf5200 MeV/c re-
produces the4He data~open circles! best whereas the3He
data~solid circles! are fit better withpf5280 MeV/c. The
need for a largerpf for 3He than 4He is contrary to expec-
tations. This result is not surprising because we are apply
theory involving averaging over many nucleons to such lig
targets. Thus the predictions should be viewed with extre
caution.

Differences between free and QF cross sections may
sult also from the radial dependence of the nuclear fo
factor and optical potential distortions. In Sec. IV we discu
DWIA calculations, employing properly chosen optic
model potentials, that reproduce the suppression of
forward-angle cross sections obtained here by includ
Pauli blocking.

IV. PWIA AND DWIA ANALYSIS

In order to better understand the details of the ene
spectra and to enlarge the heretofore qualitative discus
of QF scattering, calculations were performed using the c
THREEDEE @26#. This code assumes a QF scattering mec
nism and employs the DWIA. Initial- and final-state scatte
ing wave functions are described in terms of optical pot
tials fit to elastic scattering cross sections. This approac
in contrast to treatments of final-state interactions@38,39# in
terms of elastic scattering phase shifts which do not spe
corresponding wave functions in the interior of the nucle
It is this interior region which is important in evaluating th
DWIA t matrix.

THREEDEE calculates exclusive differential cross sectio
and polarization observables for the reactionA(a;c,d)B,
whereA5b1B. For comparison with inclusiveA(a,c) data,
the exclusive observables are integrated over the phase s
available to the undetected particled. The interaction ofd ~a
proton! with the residual coreB (3He) is the primary FSI of
interest in the4He(p;n,p)3He reaction.

TheTHREEDEE@26# formalism employs the amplitude fac
torized DWIA, in which the two-body elastic scatteringt
matrix and the distorted-wave matrix element enter in
overall scattering amplitude as multiplicative factors. T
two-body t matrix is required for theb(a,c)d reaction and
should properly be off the mass shell. Two asymptotic f
mulations are provided for the computation of thet matrix:
the initial and final energy prescriptions~IEP and FEP, re-
spectively!. The distorted wave matrix element is co
structed from the incoming and outgoing nucleon distor
waves, and from the bound nucleon single-particle wa
function in the target nucleus.

In THREEDEE, antisymmetrization is taken into accou
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only to a limited extent. Exchange between the particlea
and b is taken into account through the use of a fully an
symmetricb(a,c)d two-body t matrix. Exchange betwee
particleb andB is taken into account through the use of ful
antisymmetric wave functions for the target and residual
clei, together with the usual fractional parentage techniq
@40# in generating the necessary spectroscopic factors.

Exchange effects between the projectilea and the coreB
are explicitly excluded so that the projectile must be amo
the emitted nucleons. Because the optical potentials fit ela
scattering data, they implicitly include the effect of Pa
blocking on the elastic scattering wave functions; howev
the use of an optical potential description for such light t
gets is somewhat open to question. Nevertheless, becaus
use of phenomenological optical potentials results in reas
able fits to the forward-angle (p,n) cross sections~see be-
low!, it appears that these potentials simulate to some ex
the effects of Pauli blocking.

The ‘‘symmetric-coordinate’’ formalism@41# used in
THREEDEE is appropriate for typical QF scattering expe
ments, in which the ejected particlesc andd are of similar
energy. In this formalism, the two outgoing particlesc andd
are treated equivalently, with the outgoing scattering s
wave functions constructed as a function of the relative
ordinates rWcB and rWdB . The momentum operators in th
Hamiltonian are then determined from the momenta con
gate to these coordinates. It should be noted that the sep
tion of the final-state three-body wave function into a pro
uct of two scattering wave functions depends upon
treatment of a kinematic coupling term¹c•¹d /B. Clearly,
such a term can be expected to be insignificant for he
targets. It is also reduced in importance for opening ang
close to 90°. In all THREEDEEcalculations using symmetri
coordinates, the coupling term is approximated by the co
sponding asymptotic value.

In the exclusive 4He(p;n,p)3He reaction, a in
A(a;c,d)B is the projectile proton,b in A5b1B is a target
neutron, andc and d are the ejectile neutron and proto
respectively. Near thed1B threshold (Ex50), the ‘‘scat-
tered’’ particlec is a relatively high-energy neutron and th
other ejected particled is a relatively low-energy proton. In
such a kinematic region the conjugate momenta of
symmetric-coordinate formalism do not lead to a proper
lationship between the value ofEx and the relative energy o
particle d with respect to particleB. As a result, there are
contributions to the spectra at a fixed value ofEx from a
range of relatived1B ~e.g.,p13He) energies; for the reac
tion on 4He, for example, the ejected particled ~a proton!
moves away from the residualB (3He) much more slowly
than does particlec ~the neutron!, giving the reaction a se
quential quality. Clearly, particlesc and d should not be
treated equivalently. Indeed, thed1B system may even be
best described as a resonance of theX5d1B system.

In order to improve our description in this kinematic r
gion, we have modifiedTHREEDEEso that a fixed excitation
energyEx is associated with a unique value of the relati
d1B kinetic energy. To achieve this we have adopted
‘‘sequential-coordinate’’ formalism in which the outgoin
three-body scattering wave function is constructed as a fu
tion of the relative coordinatesrWcX andrWdB together with the
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corresponding conjugate momentum operators. Althou
there is no longer any kinematic coupling, one addition
approximation is needed. Specifically, the potential terms

the three-body Hamiltonian areVcB(rWcB)1VdB(rWdB) which
preclude separation of the wave function into a product fo

however, we adopt the ansatzVcB(rWcB)'VcX(rWcX) which
then leads to separation of the wave function into a prod
of scattering wave functions describingd1B andc1X, re-
spectively.

The use of these coordinates permits a correct treatm
of resonant structure in thed1B system to the extent that i
is included properly in the optical-potential parameterizat
and, thus, a better description of any structure in the resul
Ex spectra. For all the calculations discussed below,
sequential-coordinate formalism has been used. A sim
though less rigorous, modification of has been employ
successfully in the analysis of4He(p;p,p) @42# and
4He(p,n) @18,43# data.

For the DWIA calculations, the optical potentials of Re
@44–48# were employed. These potentials fit elastic scatt
ing data for proton scattering from2H, 3He, and 4He over
several different ranges of incident energies. The excha
term of Ref. @44# was not included in our calculations, a
omission that is not expected to affect forward-angle char
exchange observables. Because the inclusion of an imagi
potential in thed1B channel is relevant only if the proton i
observed in the final state@49#, the imaginary potential in the
d1B channel is set identically set to zero for all calculation
The effective two-bodyt matrix was constructed from th
free NN phase shifts@27#. The standard version of the cod
obtains theNN phase shifts from@27# at energies between
25 and 800 MeV. We modified the code in order to exte
this range of energies down to 2 MeV.

The radial dependence of theb1B bound state wave
functions was of the Eckart type@50# for the 3He g.s. and of
the variational type@51# for the 4He g.s. In order to limit
numerical integrations, our calculations were restricted to
kinematics corresponding to the lowest energies in the
sidual systems, the diproton~or 2He) and theJ51/2 g.s. of
3He. We have assumed 1s-shell sum-rule-limit values for
the spectroscopic factors, i.e., 1 for3He and 2 for4He, and
have considered only transitions from the 1s shell. As a re-
sult, we may progressively underestimate the inclusive yi
with increasing excitation energy.

The integration over phase space available to the un
served proton was conducted from2180° to 1180° in the
scattering plane and from 0° to 60° above the scatter
plane. The resulting cross sections were then multiplied b
factor of 2 to account for the region below the scatteri
plane.

The results from the3He calculations using the cod
THREEDEE @26# with all nuclear and Coulomb potentials s
to zero~the PWIA calculations! are shown in Fig. 7 for six
laboratory scattering angles as dashed~FEP! and dotted
~IEP! lines. The general shapes of the experimental spe
are reproduced quite well: the predicted absolute cross
tions, however, are much larger than the data at small an
(<24°) near threshold.

For the DWIA curves shown in Fig. 7, both thea1A
5p13He andc1(d1B)5n13p potentials, are thep1 3H
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652 PRC 58M. PALARCZYK et al.
potential of Ref.@44# which contains spin-orbit terms. Fo
the d1B5p12He channel we used the potential deriv
@45# from p1d scattering data between 17 and 46.3 Me
This potential does not have a spin-orbit term.

This choice of optical potentials for the3He(p;n,p)2He
calculations caused a significant decrease in the forw
angle cross sections~solid lines are FEP and dot-dashed lin
are IEP!, in much better agreement with the data~Fig. 7!,
especially near threshold and at small angles. AtEx>20
MeV, the DWIA cross sections are too small at all angl
possibly because two-step processes, not included
THREEDEE, are important for3He(p,n), or because of uncer
tainties in the optical potentials, particularly in thep12He
channel; however, both PWIA and DWIA predict the ce
troids and widths of the measured QF peak reasonably
at all angles.

We investigated the sensitivity of the spectra to the cho
of optical potential in thep12He channel. Setting the rea
potential depth to zero gives very large cross sections a
~Fig. 8, top panel, solid line!. There is a prominent peak i
the calculated spectra near threshold which is not prese
the data. Using the optical potential of Ref.@46# which is
based on the analysis ofp1d scattering data@52# above 40
MeV, reduces the cross section considerably but there is
an unphysical spike near threshold at 0°~dash-dotted line!:
however, when the potential of Ref.@45# is used there is no
such spike near threshold at 0°, but the predicted cross

FIG. 7. d2s/(dV dEx) for the 3He(p,n) reaction atTp5200
MeV betweenu lab510° and 40°. Data~histogram! and THREEDEE

results. PWIA, FEP~IEP! calculations are shown as dashed~dotted!
lines and DWIA, FEP~IEP! calculations are shown as solid~dot-
dashed! lines. Potentials as specified in text.
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tion is too small~long-dashed line!. At 5° this potential gives
cross sections in good agreement with the data up to a
Ex510 MeV, but too small cross sections above this exc
tion energy.

At 16° ~Fig. 8, bottom panel! and larger angles~not
shown!, the spectra with the potential of Ref.@46# are shifted
to smallerEx and reproduce the data less well than the ot
DWIA calculations which use the potential of Ref.@45# or
have both real and imaginary depths set to zero. All pot
tials give too large cross sections at highEx . The large sen-
sitivity of the absolute cross sections and theirEx depen-
dence on the optical potentials means that it is currently
possible to draw conclusions about medium effects on
elementaryNN interaction in 3He(p,n) or about possible
contributions from the small components of the wave fun
tions.

The results from the PWIA calculations using the co
THREEDEE@26# for 4He are shown in Fig. 9. The prediction
are similar to those for3He(p,n), but most notably the
larger Fermi momentum for4He causes the strength to b
distributed over a larger range ofEx ; however, as pointed
out above, the experimental spectra differ greatly for the t
targets. Whereas the3He spectra show clear QF scatterin
peaks at angles>16°, for 4He, there is evidence of a max
mum near the excitation energy expected for QF scatte
only at 29° ~Fig. 9! and at 34°~Fig. 3!.

The PWIA calculations for the4He~p,n! reaction com-

FIG. 8. d2s/(dV dEx) for the 3He(p,n) reaction atTp5200
MeV at u lab50° ~top panel! and 16° ~bottom panel!. Data ~histo-
gram! and THREEDEE results~curves! with different optical poten-
tials for the p12He channel. Only FEP DWIA calculations ar
shown. Solid lines withp12He real~and imaginary! well depth set
to zero; long-dashed lines with optical potential of Ref.@45#; dash-
dotted lines with optical potential of Ref.@46#.
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pletely miss the resonant structure in4Li* near threshold.
For the DWIA curves shown in Fig. 9, thea1A5p14He
potential is taken from Ref.@47#, the c1(d1B)5n14Li
potential is thep14He potential of Ref.@44#, and thed1B
5p13He potential is taken from Ref.@48#, again with the
imaginary part set to zero. Essential for the fit to the reson
structure near threshold is the use of sequential kinema
and of thep13He potential@48# which has a strongL51
potential resonance near the energy of the negative p
states@25# of 4Li (0 2, 12, and 22).

The strong cross section enhancement in4He(p,n) near
threshold is reproduced quite well by the DWIA at almost
angles. At higher excitation energies and large angles
experimental cross section is underestimated, possibly i
cating contributions from multiple scattering which may
more important than for the3He target. The shapes of th
IEP cross sections are similar to the corresponding F
shapes, but the differences between FEP and IEP in ma
tude are larger for4He than3He owing to the larger neutron
binding energy in4He.

The calculated analyzing powersAy from THREEDEE@26#
for 3He and the measured values are shown in Fig. 10.
PWIA results resemble the data reasonably well but
asymmetries from the DWIA calculations are too large
u lab<16° with the potential of Ref.@45#. At these small
angles theAy calculated with the potential of Ref.@46# ~not
shown! reproduce the data quite well but too large cro

FIG. 9. d2s/(dV dEx) for the 4He(p,n) reaction atTp5200
MeV betweenu lab510° and 40°. Data~bar plot! and THREEDEE

results. PW FEP~IEP! calculations shown as dashed~dotted! lines.
DW FEP ~IEP! calculations shown as solid~dot-dashed! lines. Po-
tentials as specified in text.
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sections were predicted at forward angles. Without spin-o
terms in all channels, theAy are indistinguishable from the
PWIA results. The cross sections are essentially unaffec
by the spin-orbit terms.

The Ay for 4He are shown in Fig. 11. The PWIA resul
resemble the data only in their generalEx dependence, bu
are roughly a factor of 2 too small at small momentum tra
fers; however, the DWIA predictions reproduce the data r
sonably well in both their magnitude andEx dependence. At
large angles, 24° and 29°, there is a preference for using
IEP kinematics in the two-bodyt matrix. This choice would
be consistent with the analysis of (p,2p) kinematics in Ref.
@53# based upon a Faddeev description.

The double-differential cross sectionsd2s/(dV dEx)
from THREEDEE were integrated overEx from threshold to
Ex550 MeV for comparison with the angular distribution o
the integrated experimental spectra for both3He and 4He
~Fig. 12!. As already mentioned, theEx-integrated experi-
mental cross sections for the two targets have similar ang
dependence. In particular, both targets exhibit the str
Pauli-blocking effects near 0°. The shapes of theTHREEDEE

angular distributions for both3He and4He agree reasonabl
well with the data, despite the complication that at ang
>34° both theory and experiment include only about on
half of the quasifree peak; however, at the peak of the an
lar distribution, the absolute cross sections fromTHREEDEE

are too small by about a factor of 1.2 for4He and a factor of

FIG. 10.Ay for the 3He(p,n) reaction atTp5200 MeV between
u lab510° and 40°. Data~circles! and THREEDEE results. PW FEP
~IEP! calculations shown as dashed~dotted! lines. DW FEP~IEP!
calculations shown as solid~dot-dashed! lines. Potentials as speci
fied in text.
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654 PRC 58M. PALARCZYK et al.
1.7 for 3He. Recall thatTHREEDEE gives too small double-
differential cross sections at highEx . We attributed this dis-
crepancy to either multiple scattering or an uncertainty in
choice of optical potential, especially in thep12He channel.
@Both THREEDEE cross sections and data for4He(p,n) are
multiplied by a factor of 0.5 for this plot.#

The Ay from THREEDEEfor both 3He and 4He, averaged
over 0–50 MeV, are shown in Fig. 12, bottom panel.
small angles, the calculations for4He(p,n) reproduce the
observed enhancement ofAy over the freeNN values. But
the lack of such an enhancement in the3He(p,n) data is
reproduced only with thep12He potential of Ref.@46# ~not
shown! which does not fit the forward-angle cross sectio
The agreement between4He(p,n) data and calculations de
grades with increasing angle where the cross sections
small. The forward-angle enhancement of theAy for
4He(p,n) is in contrast to the usually good agreement b
tween data and free values observed in work@2# on p-shell
nuclei at 186 MeV, on12C at 495 MeV @3#, and in our
3He(p,n) data, and also to the suppression ofAy seen in
12C(p,n) at 795 MeV@3#.

The failure of the DWIA to fit the forward-angleAy for
3He(p,n) whereas the cross sections are reproduced rea
ably well with the potential of Ref.@45#, might indicate that
the DWIA calculations for3He(p,n) have a significant de
ficiency. In addition to the use of possibly unsatisfacto
optical potentials one might question indeed the use o

FIG. 11.Ay for the 4He(p,n) reaction atTp5200 MeV between
u lab510° and 40°. Data~circles! and THREEDEE results. PW FEP
~IEP! calculations shown as dashed~dotted! lines. DW FEP~IEP!
calculations shown as solid~dot-dashed! lines. Potentials as spec
fied in text.
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distorted-wave description at all for such a light target.
Thus far, we carried out calculations only for the ful

symmetricS-state components of the target g.s.~which for
3He is of the order of 90% of the total!. In view of this
simplification of the treatment of the spin structure in t
calculations withTHREEDEE, we cannot currently determin
the sensitivity of the predictions to the spin structure. In t
case of 3He, experiments using polarized beams@10# and
polarized beams and targets@11–14# have been completed
and analyses are underway which include descriptions b
of the rich spin structure of the target and the unbound tw
proton residual nucleus.

V. DISCUSSION OF PREVIOUS WORK ON 3He
AT LOWER ENERGY

As mentioned briefly in the Introduction, claims hav
been made regarding the existence ofT51/2 and T53/2
resonances in the mass-3 system. Reference@20# deduced
evidence for aT51/2 resonance atEx59.660.7 MeV in
3He from inclusive neutron spectra of the3H(p,n)3He reac-
tion at Tp530 MeV: aT51/2 resonance was also deduce
however, at the higher energyEx514.2 MeV, by a phase
shift analysis ofp1d elastic scattering@24#. The existence
of this resonance is supported by a theoretical study of
three-nucleon system@54#.

FIG. 12. Single-differential cross sections~laboratory! ~top
panel! and excitation-energy-averaged asymmetries~bottom panel!
for 3He(p,n) ~solid circles! and 4He(p,n) ~open circles! at Tp

5200 MeV as a functionu lab. @Same cross section data as shown
Fig. 6. As in Fig. 6, the cross sections for4He(p,n) were multiplied
by a factor of 0.5.# Calculated curves are integrated cross secti
and averaged asymmetries fromTHREEDEE. Short dot-dashed lines
3He FEP, short dashed lines,4He FEP. The solid lines are from
SAID @27# as in Fig. 6.
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Evidence for aT53/2 ~three-proton! resonance was ob
tained @20# from a 3He(p,n) neutron spectrum measure
with 48.8-MeV protons. The maximum of the enhancem
was found near an excitation energyEx5961 MeV (G
510.5 MeV! in the three-proton system~whereEx50 at the
three-proton rest mass energy!. An enhancement observed b
the same authors@20# in the spectra from3H(p,n)3He, cen-
tered nearEx51661 MeV in 3He (G59 MeV!, was attrib-
uted tentatively to aT53/2 resonance, the isobaric analog
the claimed three-proton resonance deduced from t
3He(p,n) data.

Reference@21# and, more recently, Ref.@55# found devia-
tions from the four-body phase space in the neutron spect
from 3He(p,n) below the four-body end point energy (Ex
>0), which were tentatively attributed to a1S0 two-proton
FSI and not a three-proton resonance. The importance o
1S0 two-proton FSI at forward angles is well established
the inclusive neutron spectra from the2H(p,n)2p reaction
@56#; however, as we discussed in the Introduction, in
case of3He the two target protons with their spins antipa
allel form already the1S0 state in the target. Thus, in th
impulse approximation, the (p,n) reaction occurs on the un
paired neutron only and the two (1S0) target protons are a
‘‘spectator’’ 2He. The final state consists of the detect
neutron, the2He, and the third proton which has to be in ap
or higher quantum state relative to the spectator2He; there-
fore, the use of three-body phase space is more approp
than the use of four-body phase space.

Evidence for aT53/2 ~three-neutron! resonance@22,23#
was also deduced from inclusive spectra from the pi
induced double-charge-exchange ~DCX! reaction
3He(p2,p1)3n. Spectra measured at incident pion energ
Tp5140 MeV and 200 MeV revealed cross section enhan
ments at forward angles that were claimed to resemb
broad resonance centered at about 17.5–20 MeV an
21–32 MeV width. This three-neutron resonance should
the isobaric analog of the three-proton resonance sugge
in Ref. @20# but the large difference between the propos
excitation energies~10 MeV in the three-proton system ve
sus 17.5–20 MeV for the three-neutron system! raises doubts
regarding the validity of the claim that the3He(p2,p1)3n
reaction discovered a resonance in the 3n system.

The DCX reaction was thought to be well suited for su
a study because the reaction mechanism must primarily
volve two target nucleons, so that there can be no quas
nucleon knockout process; however, new measurements@57#
at Tp5240 MeV, in qualitative agreement with Ref
@22,23#, were interpreted successfully without invoking
three-nucleon resonance. A model@58# developed for
4He(p2,p1)4p, assuming two sequential single-charge e
changes, (p2p→p0n) followed by (p0p→p1n), repro-
duced the forward-angle data from the3He target very well.

In this paper we have shown that at intermediate ene
~200 MeV! the 3He(p,n) reaction proceeds primarily by
QF scattering process. We suggest that the broad peak@20#
in the neutron spectrum from3He(p,n) measured at 20° an
Tp548.8 MeV does not result from a 3p resonance bu
rather from a significant contribution of the quasifree char
exchange process. The momentum transfer at this angle
energy is'0.5 fm21 which is roughly the same momentu
transfer as at 10° and 200 MeV in our experiment; therefo
t
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we renormalized our double-differential cross sections by
ratio R50.53 of elementaryNN cross sections at 200 an
48.8 MeV extracted fromSAID @27# and found that the spec
trum from Ref.@20# agrees very well with our renormalize
spectrum~Fig. 13!. Thus the spectrum measured at the lo
incident energy is consistent with a quasifree process
should not be used as evidence for aT53/2 resonance in
mass 3.

Very recent theoretical work@59# on theT53/2 system,
3n and 3p, suggests the lowest 3p resonance to be a state o
Jp53/21 at 15 MeV excitation and of widthG514 MeV.
The dominant terms in the wave function of this 3/21 state
are, in familiar notation, the@( l 1l 2)L,S#5@(1 1) 1, 3/2# and
@~1 1! 2, 3/2# components. The3He(p,n) reaction can excite
these components from the dominant g.s. configuration@~0 0!
0, 1/2# only by a two-step process or from one of the sm
components in the g.s. by a simple (p,n) charge exchange
In either case, the cross sections are expected to be s
Thus, the fact that we do not observe a peak in our spe
near 14 MeV cannot be taken as evidence against the e
tence of the theoretically predicted 3/21 state.

VI. CONCLUSION

The neutron spectrad2s/(dV dEx) from the inclusive
3He(pW,n) reaction at 200 MeV were found to be distinct
different from those for4He(pW,n)p3He; however, the ratio
of double-differential cross sections for4He and 3He, inte-
grated overEx , was observed to be close to 2, independ
of the scattering angle, as expected for a quasifree proc
Whereas the4He(pW,n)p3He reaction revealed a strong res
nant FSI in thep13He two-particle system owing to th
well-known L51 resonances, there was no evidence fo
resonant FSI in thep12He system. For3He, the experimen-
tal analyzing powers averaged overEx agree well with the
results from freeNN scattering, supporting the notion of
predominantly quasifree scattering mechanism. For4He, the
Ay are generally larger than the free scattering values e
cially at a few forward angles. A strong suppression of t
far forward-angle cross sections compared with the freeNN

FIG. 13. Excitation energy spectra for3He(p,n) at u lab520°
andTp548.8 MeV ~solid line! and atu lab510° andTp'200 MeV
~dashed line!. The latter was renormalized by the ratio of freeNN
cross sections at these two energies.
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values is observed for both targets and is attributed to P
blocking of theDL50 transition.

At most angles, calculations with the quasifree scatter
codeTHREEDEEwere successful in fitting the qualitative fe
tures of the data both for3He and4He. In order to describe
the strong cross section enhancement for4He(p,n) at low
Ex in 4Li ~small relative p3He energies! we modified
THREEDEE to include a sequential-coordinate formalism
These calculations fitted the yields near threshold as we
the continuum at higherEx quite well. For a good fit to the
data it was essential that we used an optical potential
exhibits a strongL51 potential resonance in thep13He
system.

Neither theTHREEDEEcalculations nor the data show suc
resonance enhancements for3He(p,n). The positions and
ys

l
7
S

ts

96
li

g

.
as

at

widths of the QF peaks are reproduced well by theTHREEDEE

calculations using a potential for thep12p system that does
not exhibit a potential resonance. Thus our data and ana
do not support the evidence for theT53/2 ~three-proton!
resonance deduced from3He(p,n) spectra at incident ener
gies below 50 MeV; however, we cannot exclude the ex
tence of states that would be excited primarily by two-step
more complex processes as the cross sections may be
small to be observable.
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